Mobile Device Security

Mobile devices, such as your smartphone and tablet, have become some of the most powerful means of communicating. In many ways, they have replaced computers. As such, follow these steps to protect yourself.
Mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have become incredibly powerful. Not only can you call anyone in the world, but you can also watch movies, read your email, bank online and even install apps. These combinations of factors make mobile devices very useful; however, they also can put you at great risk. To protect yourself, we recommend the following:

• Just like with your computer, install only apps that you need and make sure that you download them from trusted sources. Criminals can create apps that look real, but are actually malicious programs designed to quietly take control of your devices. In addition, do not install apps that request excessive permissions, such as the ability to silently send text messages or copy your address book.

• Just like with your computer, backup your mobile device on a regular basis. This way, if something happens to the device, your information is not lost.

• Make sure you update your mobile device and apps on a regular basis. Cyber attackers can more easily exploit your devices if you are running outdated software. If your mobile device is old and no longer supported, consider purchasing a new one that can support the latest version of the operating system and security updates.

• Never jailbreak or hack your own mobile device. Not only may your device no longer be supported, but this usually cripples or disables many of the security features designed to protect you and your information.

• If you have security software installed, such as anti-virus or a firewall, then make sure they are enabled and updated with the latest version.

• Remember that many of the attacks you find in email can also happen via texting on your mobile device. For example, cyber criminals can text you messages asking you to connect to malicious websites, download infected apps or ask you for private information, such as your bank account. If a text message seems suspicious or too good to be true, simply delete it.

• Be careful when using Wi-Fi. Many mobile devices will automatically connect to Wi-Fi networks without asking you, putting your device at risk. Disable Wi-Fi if you are not using it.
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- Attackers can also take advantage of your Bluetooth capabilities. Just like Wi-Fi, disable Bluetooth when you are not using it. It is also important to turn off Bluetooth discoverable mode features.

- Do not access or store work email or other data from our organization on your mobile device unless you have been authorized to do so and the appropriate security safeguards are in place.

Finally, when you lose a mobile device, anyone can access all of your information, including your emails, pictures or contact lists, unless it is protected. Protect your devices with a hard-to-guess password or PIN. If your device supports encryption, we recommend you use it. Also, consider enabling remote wiping if it's available. This means that if your mobile device is lost or stolen, you can erase all of your information remotely. If you lose a device issued to you by our organization or a device that contained any organizational information, notify the help desk or information security team immediately.

Disposing Your Devices

New mobile devices with must-have features are coming out every month. As a result, many people replace their smartphones or tablets almost every year. However, what happens to your old device when you dispose of it? More importantly, what happens to all of your private information? After using your devices every day for so long, it has accumulated an amazing amount of very private data. Before you dispose of any mobile device, ensure that you wipe all information on it. Most mobile devices now have a reset feature that wipes all the data from your mobile device. Be sure to use these built-in features to wipe your device. In addition, be sure to remove the SIM and any flash cards from the device before disposing of it. If your mobile device was issued to you by our organization, make sure you contact the help desk or information security team so they can tell you how to dispose of it.